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MASTER
A very-hlgh-lntenslty pi'.oton uynchrotron

lattice hat been designed for a spoliation ntutron-
•ourct aystea. The synchrotron it to accelerate a
beam of 6.?5 » 1013 proton* f r « 200 HaV to 1100 itaV
la IS 3s«c> A detailed discussion on tha synchrotron
la described elsewhere • Tha propoaad lattlea la In
modular forai of ttorage-ring sypa eonslttlag of aomal
cal ls , dltperslon-supprsasor calls,and Batching and
straight-section ce l l s . Dua to tha faat repetition
cata, tha saxlaua required energy gains par turn la
approximately 100 n«V, and thi» In turn naada
approximately 20 meters oi B K of straight aactlons
for ths acceleration cavities. Such apacas for tha
cavltiaa ara to be provided by tha insertion straight
section.

One of tha Important concerns for high-Intensity,
high-rap-rate (SO pulacs/tec) machines is stability of
the beam. Considerations of the transverts spacfl
charge llait» and the cans verse stability criterion
favor a high-tuna machine over a low-tune machine of
tha same circumference. This high-tuna concept mikes
the average beta function throughout the lattice
•mailer and at the same time the momentum dispersion
function smaller coepared to a low-tuna machine. The
smaller dispersion functions enables operation of the
machine with a larger momentum bite, and a large
momentum spresd to alleviate the longitudinal
Instability. For these reaaons, we made the tune as
high as possible by making the cell length an short as
possible.

The lattice proposed here consists of four
sectors, and each sector it made up by three FODO
normal cel ls , four di?psrsion suppressor cel ls , and
four matching and straight section cel ls . Then the •
total of 44 cells with approximately 90*/cell phase
advance would make the natural tune of the machine
Co be near 11. However, » working-point consideration
prefers \>x • 10.3 and v,. - 11.3.

Lattice
Normal Cell:

A standard FODO cell at ~ 90* phaae advance/cell
is shown in Figure 1. The polarities of the focussing
elements can be changed depending en the plane of
extraction. The lattice elements description le given
in Table I .

Dispersion Suppressor Cell:

Since the normal cells would have a phase advance
of ~ 90*/cell, a set of two cells with a holf of
bending magnet strength would eliminate the momentum
dispersions. The beti and the eta function variations
through these cells are shown In Flgun 2. The
bending magnets Mi's are the half-length cagnets.

Matching and Straight Section Cells:

The optical properties of beam entering theae
celLs would ha-e the momentum dispersion function
suppressed, therefore the minimum requirement for
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the Batching cells for sufficient straight sections
par sector i t to catch the beta functions to the
sector which follows. However w* hare opted to mike
tha beta-functions through tha straight sections
relatively small compared to the average beta-
function. This Is to alleviate the transverse
Instability criterion. Tip to this point the focuaalng
elements In the normal and dlapersion suppressor cells
have the same strengths in each polarity. That la to
•ay all F-type quadrupolea have tome gradient and all
D-cype quadrupoles have the tame strength. To
facilitate the matching, we remove this conatralnt for
tha quardupolea In the insertion area. We define the
Insertion quardrupolea starting from tha laat quad in
tha dispersion suprossor call , and the notatlona used
to •tlgnlfy these are the uae of numerical
nosenculturc. Figure 2 ahowa the elements layout of
a half of a sector. It ahowa that the matching cell
la made of a doublet and the straight section cells is
made of a triplet. In caae the accelerator needs more
straight tectlona for the rf system, then the triplet
cell can be repeated aa many times at required.

Injection and Extraction Optlca:

If the transverse phaae apace acceptances are
assumed to be tH • 500 IT mm mr and ev - 300 i mm mr,
then extraction and Injection favor In the vertical
direction. This is to taka advantage of the smaller
vertical acceptance which results In a smaller
vertical beam liie. The atraight sections suitable
for tha Injection and extractions are the matching
cell near the end of a sector and its following
straight aection fot the Injection. For the
extraction the prefered atraight tactlone are the
mirror Image of tha injection region located at the
beginning of a sector.

In order to match the Injection orblc and the
transverse phaae space of the Incoming beam and the
synchrotron, we distort the central orbit of the
machine to place the acceptance phase space ellipse
at the H" atripper u shown In Figure 3. To do this,
we euploy a set of four hamper magnate. Figure 3 also
shows the distorted orbit and the apertures needed to
contain the Injection bean. The injection septum
magnet places the Incoming H~ beam such that when the
H~ ions are stripped to make proton beams, the proton
beam orbit la to coincide with the circulating beam.

For the extraction, the ejection septum magnet
Is to be placed In the matching straight section at
the beginning of a aector, and a set of kicker magnets
is to be located In a straight section cell ptcceeding
the mttchlng cell. Figure 4 shows the extraction
orbit and lta attoelated beam envelope assuming the
full aperture extraction. Tht total length of the
kicker magnet la 2.5 m and Its strength it about 700
Gauss which results to about 30 milllradian kick at
1.1 GcV. A 2.1 a septum magnet with the field
strength of 8 kG would result in a bending of 276
mil11radians, and would enable to clear the next
lattice element by Cis placing the orbit by 60 cm.
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